~(x; q, a) = E n~,,~a (mod q) A(n).
Some of our results depend on a variety of assumptions scattered throughout the paper. For ease of reference we list here the pages on which these are described. The reader should take some caution with our use of the constant e. Any statement including e is meant simply as the claim that the statement is true for all sufficiently small positive e. The meaning of "sufficiently small" may vary from one line to the next.
Introduction
Given an arithmetic functionf(n), it is natural to study its distribution in residue classes a (mod q). One focuses on the classes a with (a, q) = 1, without restricting the generality, and expects that among these classes a reasonable function f will be uniformly distributed, such uniformity being measured by upper bounds for the magnitude of Af(x;q,a)= Z f(n)-1--~ E f(n). n~--a(q) (n, q)= 1
A not unreasonable goal is the estimate Af(x; q, a) << ~ .~-axl/211fl I, (1.1) (1.2) for any A>0, the implied constant depending only on A, the result valid uniformly in q in a range as large as possible. In view of Cauchy's inequality it is natural to regard (1.2) as saving (~a from the "trivial" estimate.
The following examples illustrate the largest known ranges of q in (1.2) for some basic functions: (ii) f(n)=r(n), the number of representations of n as the sum of two squares, q<x ~ with 0=2/3 (C. Hooley, Ju. Linnik, R. A. Smith).
(iii) f(n)=b(n), the characteristic function of numbers represented as the sum of two squares. Then Iwaniec [14] ).
(iv) f(n)=A(n), the von Mangoldt function, q<(logx) A with any A>0 (Siegel-Walfisz theorem).
This last example, A(n), has of course received the most attention. The Riemann hypothesis for Dirichlet's L-series implies and is implied l~y ~(x;q,a)= 1 .~, I/2+~,
Here the constant implied in the symbol O depends at most on e; thus the Riemann hypothesis yields (1.2) for q<x~/2-L While a proof of (1.3) seems to be out of reach by present methods, it was shown in 1965 by E. Bombieri [1] and by A. I. Vinogradov [21] that ( with Q=x l-` but even the result with Q=x uz has not yet been achieved. Several simplifications and generalizations of the original arguments were provided; (see, for example, [11] , [20] , [22] , [18] ). It is now known that Bombieri's mean value theorem is valid for fairly general arithmetic functionsf(n). This is essentially due to Y. Motohashi [18] . The crucial property required is thatfcan be represented as a linear combination of convolutions of two sequences a-x-fl with the following properties. here E* stands for summation over primitive characters.
In order to complete the proof of (I.4) it remains to represent A(n) as a sum of convolutions a-x-fl of sequences with the above properties. This is a matter of combinatorial identities which we shall discuss later. It is the application of the large sieve inequality (1.6) that sets the limit Q--xl/2.~ -B and not the shape of the bilinear form a*fl. By this we mean that the location of 0 in [e, 1 -el in (A0 is irrelevant to the proof.
In the series of papers by E. Fouvry and H. Iwaniec ([6] , [4] , [7] , [5] ) the first successful attempts were made to get mean value theorems for arithmetic progressions to moduli beyond x I/2. The large sieve inequality (1.6) is replaced by new arguments based on the dispersion method, Fourier analysis and Kloosterman sums, the last appealing to results from the spectral theory of automorphic functions.
In these new arguments the parameter a is now forced to be (more or less) fixed so we must drop from both (1.5) and (1.4) the expression max(Q.q)= r Since, in most applications of (1.4), a is fixed, this causes no great concern. More serious is the fact that, for these arguments, the location of 0 does matter. One would like to prove, with Q=x 1/2+~, an estimate ~,q Aa./3(x; q, a) << Ilall It'll x ''2~e-A (1.7) q<~Q (q,a)=l for general weights Fq and thus, in particular, for absolute values, yq = sgn Aa.~(x; q, a).
This cannot yet be done. The class of weights for which (1.7) can be shown depends on the range of 0.
In this paper we enhance the former arguments to extend substantially the range of O and to work out forms that were not considered before. For technical reasons only we deal with bilinear forms which satisfy some additional constraints, see (At) below. From our seven theorems of this type we infer, by combinatorial arguments, the following results. where n--2[Ip>2(l-(p-1)-2), for any e>0 and x>~xo(e).
Theorems 8, 9 and Corollary 1 are new and they constitute the bulk of this paper. E. Fouvry has informed us that he has independently proved Corollary 1 and a slightly weaker version of Theorem 9. Theorem l0 and Corollary 2 improve the results of Fouvry and Iwaniec of [7] and of Fouvry [5] .
In Theorem 8 the constraint 501+202<2 is unnecessary if Selberg's eigenvalue conjecture [2] holds.
Our methods are capable of giving results for larger ranges of q, given good estimates for certain exponential sums. We formulate the following general conjecture.
Let Az(p), l~<p< ~ denote the hypothesis (A2) with Ilflll NI/2 replaced by II~llpN 1-~/p where II~llp is the usual 1 v norm. Remark. We are led to the consideration of lp norms because H61der's inequality features in our arguments and because the optimal employment of this depends on the current state of the estimates for exponential sums. It is possible that H61der's inequality could be dispensed with. This leads us to extend the conjecture to the case where r or s (or both) is oo and in which case we define IJalloo = sup vS(n)la(n)l. n The value of the above conjecture is limited due to the absence of plausible methods for attacking it. The following weaker conjecture can be reduced to the expected estimate for certain exponential sums whose arguments are rational functions in several variables. Lemma 1 is a prototype of such an estimate. 
Lemmas
In this section we state some results from the literature of which we shall have need.
The most central to our purposes is the following estimate for sums of Kloosterman with some B=B(A) and the constant implied in << depending at most on e, a and A.
Proof. Apply Cauchy's inequality and Theorem 2 of [19] .
It is often convenient to work with numbers free of small prime factors. The following result, known in sieve theory as a "fundamental lemma", is useful for the relevant reduction. Proof. See [8] .
Our next lemma is the combinatorial identity of Heath-Brown [12] . The use of similar identities to replace sums over primes by sums over divisor-like functions was, in the context of the dispersion method, originally made by Yu. V. Linnik, see [17] . In the next result we give rather general versions of two famous consequences of the large sieve inequality (1.6). The first of these is the Barban-Davenport-Halberstam theorem, the version of Hooley [13] being not quite sufficient for our purpose. The second is the formulation of the Bombieri-Vinogradov theorem in terms of general bilinear forms as described in (1.5).
THEOREM 0. (a) Let (fin), n <-N, be any sequence of complex numbers satisfying the "Siegel-Walfisz" assumption (A2), For any A>0, there exists B1>0 such that We reduce to primitive characters as in (a). The left-hand side T of (1.5) is thus bounded by
say. By Cauchy's inequality
Here, the multiple sum in the second parentheses is just Se(f<~F) from (a) and to this we again apply (2.3). To the first multiple sum we apply the large sieve inequality (1.6). Together these yield, provided that F<M ~/2,
We split the sum Te(f>F) into intervals V<F<~2V. To each of these we apply Cauchy's inequality getting an expression like (2.5). Now we apply (1.6) to both sums in parentheses. In this way we get
Choose B2(B) so that 
A generalization of the problem
We consider the somewhat general sum and
In this way
Here we omitted the constraints r-R, q-Q, n-N for notational simplicity, so they have to be remembered in the sequel. We shall evaluate Sel, Se2 and Se3 separately. The above elementary arguments constitute the underlying idea of Linnik's dispersion method [17] .
Evaluation of Sea
We begin with the evaluation of the simplest sum. By Poisson's formula (Lemma 2) we get We have
Evaluation of Se2
(qlq2,a)=l
The constraint (m, q2)= 1 is relaxed by means of the M6bius inversion formula giving
The terms with v>x z` contribute to 5e2 by Lemma 3 O(I~3112R-1x 1-~) ( 
5.2)
which is acceptable for (3.3). Let v<<.x z~. By Lemma 2 the innermost sum is equal to
where Ho=x'QRM - We first sum up the main termsf(O)/Vql r, i.e. the terms with h=0. The restriction v<.x2~ can be relaxed at the cost of the error term (5.2). Having done this the resulting total sum proves to be f(O)X.
The remaining terms contribute to 5ez(n~, n2, q~, qz)
The innermost sum is essentially an incomplete Kloosterman sum. In order to estimate this we use the following result which easily follows from the A. Weil upper bound for complete Kloosterman sums Gathering the above results together we conclude that Y2 =':(0) X+R2 (5.4) with the error term R2 bounded by
This bound is acceptable for (3.3) provided that N<
x -~ and QR<xJ-L These constraints will turn out to be weaker than those imposed when evaluating ~.
A truncation of S~
The evaluation of .5"~ is the most difficult and it involves the key arguments. Before applying them, in this section we reduce the range of the summation by elementary means. By definition we have
where/z (mod qo ql q2 r) is a common solution of /znl -a (mod qo ql r) /zn2 -a (mod qo q2 r).
Let us impose the following condition Therefore ~ differs from 5el by an admissible quantity (3.3) .
From now on we impose a new condition on fin, namely (A4) fin = 0 if n has a prime factor ~< No.
This assumption is not crucial (see [7] ) but it greatly simplifies the congruences (6.1).
Due to (A4) and (6.7) each pair nl, n2 in 5e~ is coprime. Due to (A4) the terms in 5e~ with nl n2 not squarefree can be removed with admissible error as in (6.4). We write the resulting sum 6e~'* as Finally, insering (6.10) into (6.8), by Lemma 3 we obtain 
l~<lhl~<H q0 ql q2 r qo r nl q2
Now it remains to evaluate ~ and to estimate ~1" (6.14)
Evaluation of
In this section we prove that ~ is asymptotically equal to X, apart from the admissible error term
O(ILalI2NR-~ ~-A). (7.1)
This result is essentially of the type of the Barban-Davenport-Halberstam theorem and rests on Theorem 0. We remove from ~ the factor/~2(n~ n2) and the condition (nt, n2) = no= 1 at the cost of the admissible error term (7. I). The arguments are the same as those for (6.4). Thus the error term being estimated by the same arguments as those for (6.2). Gathering together (7.4) and (7.5) we get what we claimed. Now, if we insert the results (4.1), (4.2), (5.1), (5.2) and (6.11) into (3.4) we see that the main termsf(0)X disappear throughout and we are left with ~ and with a couple of admissible error terms (satisfying (3.3) ). In the three next sections we give three treatments of at getting the admissible upper bound << Itall2R -(7.6)
for different ranges of the parameters M, N, Q, R.
For notational simplicity we write fl,, in place of 1~2(n)fln remembering that from now on the support of fin occurring in 3i~ is restricted to squarefree integers.
Estimation of ~. First method
The method begins with the arrangement of ~t in the following way This bound satisfies (7.6) provided (8.5) and
NQSR < x 2-*, N2Q4R < x 2-,.
Concluding the investigations of this section we formulate our results as To separate the variables h, n2 from the remaining ones requires more effort than in the first method (8.1).
We first wish to get rid of the condition (r,a)=l; to this end we appeal to the M6bius formula where We wish to separate the variables h, n2 from the remaining ones. We detect the conditions (9.4) by means of multiplicative characters X (mod k) and W (mod 6q0), i.e., we appeal to the following orthogonality relations HKNy(H+N)H2N-' Z (n,'nz)lfl,,,fl,,2fl,,3fl,, Remark. In the circumstances of ~1 the n's are squarefree, so o(n)=r(n)<<n ~. A(M,N,L,R with an obvious interpretation of the coefficients. We adopt the hypotheses (A2), (A4) for ~n) and the hypothesis (A4) for 2t, so the results of Sections 3-7 can be applied. Therefore, our problem reduces to the estimation of ~ which is given by (see (6.14)) where H=xEM-IR (see (6.9)) and k=(nlll-n212)/r. To estimate ~l we apply the method of Section 9 obtaining (compare with (9.12)) l<~k<~g qg (6) x~R < NL (11.8) (compare with (6.2)). Notice that (11.8) and (11.6) imply (11.4) .
Concluding the investigations of this section we formulate our results as THEOREM 4. Suppose (A2)--(A5) hold for (fin), that (A4) holds for (21) , and that (11.6), (11.7) and (11.8) also hold. Then we have (11.2).
Special ease. II
In this section we consider ~(M, N, Q, R) with the special coefficients (A6) a,,,-1. Now there is no point to using the dispersion method because we can execute the summation over m immediately by applying Poisson's formula (Lemma 2). We assume the hypotheses (A0 and (A3). Before we proceed to estimate fi~(M, N,Q, R) we replace am by a smooth function a(m), say, whose graph is Concluding the investigations of this section we put or results into THEOREM 5. Let (AI), (A3) and (A6) hold. Let a~=O and e>0. We then have (12.4) 
Special case. Ill
In this section we consider ~(M, N, Q, R) with the special coefficients (A7) yq= 1 for Q<q<~Qi with Q<QI <~2Q, QR <x~ -B.
Without loss of generality we may assume that Q2R <~x. (13.1) To see this note that we are dealing with the equation mn = a+qrs with m~M, nuN, Q<q<~Ql, r~R where MN=x~QRs. Since both q and s are counted with weight 1 (see (A7)) they appear symmetrically in ~ except that s runs through an interval dependent on m, n, r. By a subdivision argument we remove this dependence with an admissible error term, since s-S=x/QR>~ B, this lower bound being crucial to the argument. Now, we have either Q2R<-x or S2R<~x and without loss of generality we assume (13.1). We replace the coefficients ~q by a smooth function y(q), say, whose graph is which is admissible (see (3. 2) and (6.3)). Now we adopt the hypotheses (Ap-(A4) and (A7) so the results of Sections 3-7 can be granted. Therefore our problem (to prove (3.2)) reduces to the estimation of ~ (see (6.14) ). To this endwe appeal directly to -' 2 2 2 1fl,,,fl,,2Bt,,,,, This bound satisfies (7.6) provided N3R<x 1-~ and N3/2QR<x~-L The latter condition is a consequence of the former and (13.1). Summarizing this section we have THEOREM 6. Let (A1)-(A4) and (A7) hold. Let a•O and e>0. We then have (3.2) 
(-ah~r )+O(x'+eM-').
Here the error term is admissible provided The conditions (14.4) can be removed without loss of generality. To this end we assume that N<M, so N<x~/2<x'QR because otherwise the result follows from (1.5):
The assumption Q2R<x can be removed as in Theorem 6. Thus we have THEOREM 7. If (14.5) and (14.6) hold, then we have (14.1) . 
As in

Proof of Theorem 8
We first make the trivial observation that it is enough to prove the following ql~Ql q2~Q2 (q! q2, a)= l ) (n, q l q2 P(z))= 1 \ (n, P(z)) = 1 If (15.6) has a partial sum located in one of the intervals TH1, TH2, TH3 then Theorems 1, 2, 3 are applicable respectively. Therefore, let us assume that there is no partial sum of (15.6) located in the prescribed intervals.
Notice that Q6-e~>e+max {01, 01 +402-1, 89 +02, 301 +402-2 } , so if Vl>Q6-e then Theorem 5* is applicable. Consequently we may assume now that vl < ps+e. (15.7)
Next, notice that 2(pl+e)<p2-e , so the terms of (15.6) which are <Q2-e give in total T with Any two numbers v', 1/' in a give Q3+e<v'+v"<o6--e so v'+v" must be in b. Moreover, together with any 1/" from b give r+V"<Qs+e+p~+e<Q6-e, so r+v" must be in b.
From the above discussion it follows that we can arrange (15.6) as a sum of partial sums ,~l+...+,~k = 1, ,~.l ~ ... ~>,~k each but at most one located in b, the exceptional one being in a. In fact the exceptional one must exist because otherwise we would have 3<k<4 which is impossible. Hence we conclude that the situation is the following: Remark. The inequality 01+82<29/56 cannot be improved by a refinement of the combinatorial arguments used in the proof because of the case vl =... =v7 = 1/7.
Proof of Theorem 9
The proof is much the same as that of Theorem 8; the difference is that we appeal to 
Proof of Theorem 10
The proof is again similar to that of Theorem 8. The difference is only in combinatorial arguments, which, due to the well factorable weights 2(q) are more flexible. We apply Theorems 1 and 2 with R = x-~N and Q<~x4/7-4~N -1. This completes the proof of Theorem 10.
Corollary 2 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 10 and of the linear sieve result of [15] .
Added in proof (September 26, 1985) . 
